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This application claims priority to our copending U.S. provisional patent application with the serial number 60/819314, which was filed July 6, 2006.

Field of the Invention

The field of the invention is gas processing, and especially natural gas processing for propane recovery.

Background of the Invention

Various expansion processes are known for natural gas liquids (NGL) recovery, and especially for the recovery of propane from high pressure feed gas. Most conventional high propane recovery processes are complex in design, typically requiring propane refrigeration and turbo expanders for feed gas chilling, column reflux, and at least two fractionation columns (*e.g.*, absorber, demethanizer, and/or deethanizer). While such known processes can achieve over 95% propane recovery, cost and energy consumption are generally very high. Additionally, pipeline operators may desire to reserve some propane in the residue gas to improve the heating value of the pipeline gas, and therefore not always opt for high propane recovery. In such cases, medium propane recovery processes (*e.g.*, propane recoveries of 50% to 80%) are more economical.

To reduce at least some of the capital and/or operating expenses, propane refrigeration requirements can be reduced by cooling the feed gas in a demethanizer overhead exchanger and/or one or more side reboilers to partially liquefy the feed gas. The so formed liquid phase of the feed gas is then separated from the vapor phase, which is typically split in two streams. One stream is further chilled and fed to the upper section of the demethanizer as reflux while the other stream is letdown in pressure in a turbo-expander and fed to the mid section of the demethanizer. For propane recovery, a second column (*e.g.*, deethanizer) is then used that receives and separates the demethanizer bottoms into an ethane overhead and the desirable propane product. Such configurations typically require costly processing equipment and considerable horsepower to compress the residue gas from the demethanizer to pipeline pressure, thereby rendering such plants often uneconomical.

Alternatively, high propane recovery can be achieved by recovering propane content in the residue gas from the demethanizer column by operating the demethanizer at a relatively
low temperature, or by adding an additional rectification stage. Lower temperatures can be achieved by further lowering the demethanizer pressure at the expense of even higher residue gas compression horsepower. On the other hand, where a relatively high feed gas pressure is present, the demethanizer column pressure could theoretically be increased to thereby reduce residue gas compression horsepower and thus lower the overall energy consumption. However, the increase in demethanizer pressure is typically limited to between 450 psig to 550 psig as higher column pressure will decrease the relative volatilities between the methane and ethane components, making fractionation difficult, if not even impossible.

Exemplary NGL recovery plants with a turbo-expander, feed gas chiller, separators, and a refluxed demethanizer are described, in U.S. Pat. No. 4,854,955 to Campbell et al. Here, a configuration is employed for NGL recovery with turbo-expansion, in which the demethanizer column overhead vapor is cooled and condensed by an overhead exchanger using refrigeration generated from feed gas chilling. Such additional cooling step condenses most of the propane and heavier components from the demethanizer overhead, which is later recovered in a separator and returned to the column as reflux. The demethanizer bottoms is fractionated in a deethanizer, which is refluxed with propane refrigeration. Unfortunately, while such processing steps significantly improve the propane recovery to over 95%, the energy consumption is relatively high. Similar configurations are shown in WO 99/30093, WO97/16505, WO 2005/045338 A1, WO 02/14763 A1, and WO 03/100334 A1 with similar difficulties.

Thus, while numerous attempts have been made to improve the efficiency and economy of processes for separating and recovering propane and heavier natural gas liquids from natural gas and other sources, all or almost all of them suffer from one or more disadvantages. Most significantly, heretofore known configurations and methods are costly (operating and/or capital cost) and often complex and energy intensive. In addition, conventional methods of demethanization typically fail to exploit the economic benefit of high feed gas pressure. Therefore, there is still a need to provide improved methods and configurations for natural gas liquids recovery, especially where the feed gas pressure is relatively high.

Summary of the Invention

The present invention is directed to plant configurations and methods in which high-pressure feed gas is chilled and expanded to low temperatures to produce a C2+ depleted
vapor and a C2+ enriched liquid, wherein the liquid is further expanded to generate additional cooling. The C2+ depleted vapor is combined with the residue gas to form the final product and deethanizer one or more side reboilers further assist in cooling the feed gas. Therefore, in such configurations and methods external refrigeration is significantly reduced, if not entirely eliminated and cost-intensive equipment (e.g., turboexpander, demethanizer) is not required.

In one aspect of the inventive subject matter, a method of processing a gas stream will thus include a step of cooling and expanding a fed gas to a temperature and pressure effective to condense a portion of the feed gas into a C2+ enriched liquid phase and a C2+ depleted vapor phase. In another step, the vapor phase is separated from the liquid phase in a high-pressure separator, and the vapor phase is combined with a portion of a deethanizer overhead product. In yet another step, the liquid phase is expended to provide cooling for the feed gas and/or a deethanizer overhead product, and the expanded liquid phase is fed to a deethanizer to thereby produce the deethanizer overhead product and a C3+ bottom product.

Consequently, in another aspect of the inventive subject matter, a gas processing plant will include a first heat exchanger and a first expansion device that together cool and expand a high-pressure feed gas to a temperature and pressure effective to condense a portion of the feed gas into a C2+ enriched liquid phase and a C2+ depleted vapor phase. A high-pressure separator is fluidly coupled to the first expansion device and separates the cooled and expanded feed gas into the vapor phase and the liquid phase. Contemplated plants further include a connection between the high-pressure separator and the deethanizer to carry a portion of a deethanizer overhead product, and to allow combination of the vapor phase with the portion of the deethanizer overhead product. A second expansion device is configured to receive and expand the liquid phase and provides the expanded liquid phase to the first heat exchanger and/or a second heat exchanger, wherein the first and/or second heat exchangers provide cooling for the feed gas and/or the deethanizer overhead product, and a deethanizer receives the expanded liquid phase to produce the deethanizer overhead product and a C3+ bottom product.

In especially preferred aspects, the feed gas has a pressure of at least 1000 psig, and the feed gas is cooled and expanded to a pressure of between about 500 to about 700 psig and a temperature between about -30 °F to about -60 °F. Where desirable, the vapor portion and liquid portion may be separately expanded (e.g., vapor in turbo expander and liquid in JT
valve). In further preferred aspects, cooling of the feed gas and/or the deethanizer overhead product is performed in a single heat exchanger or two separate heat exchangers. Moreover, the deethanizer overhead product may be cooled and separated to thereby form a reflux to the deethanizer and the portion of the deethanizer overhead product, and refrigeration content of the vapor phase may be used to provide reflux cooling duty and/or feed gas cooling duty. Most preferably, the reflux has a temperature between -30 °F to -60 °F, and the deethanizer is operated at a pressure of between about 500-700 psig.

Various objects, features, aspects and advantages of the present invention will become more apparent from the following detailed description of preferred embodiments of the invention, along with the accompanying drawing.

Brief Description of The Drawing

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of one exemplary propane recovery configuration according to the inventive subject matter.

Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of another exemplary propane recovery configuration according to the inventive subject matter.

Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of a further exemplary propane recovery configuration according to the inventive subject matter.

Figure 4 shows the heat composite curves of the exemplary propane recovery configuration according to the inventive subject matter.

Detailed Description

The inventor has discovered that a high pressure feed gas (e.g. 1000 psig and higher) can be processed in configurations and methods that employ feed gas chilling and expansion of the chilled feed gas to reduce the temperature to a degree sufficient for condensation of a portion of the feed gas into a C2+ enriched liquid phase and a C2+ depleted vapor phase. A downstream high-pressure separator separates the vapor phase from the liquid phase and the vapor phase is combined with the residue gas while the liquid phase is further expanded to provide extra cooling to the feed gas and/or reflux prior to being fed to the deethanizer.

It should be especially noted that the residue gas compression is substantially reduced in most of the configurations and methods contemplated herein as the bulk (e.g., at least 80%,
more typically at least 90%, and most typically at least 95%) of the methane is removed in
the high pressure separator and the separation column is a deethanizer operating at about 500
psig to about 700 psig instead of a typical demethanizer operating at about 450 psig. Viewed
from a different perspective, it should be appreciated that a conventional demethanizer is not
required and energy consumption is therefore lower than in heretofore known NGL
processes. Most typically, contemplated plant configurations and methods allow for propane
recovery in the range of about 50% to 80% (relative to the total propane content in
the feed gas), and the specific energy consumption (i.e., kW power per ton of propane
product) is substantially lower than for any heretofore known NGL process. Moreover, it
should be appreciated that most of the cooling requirement of the feed gas and the
deehanizer reflux is provided by expansion of the feed gas, the high-pressure separator
vapor, and the liquid using Joule-Thomson valves.

In one preferred aspect of the inventive subject matter, an exemplary plant as depicted in
Figure 1, chilling and expansion is adjusted to provide cooling for both the feed gas and
the deethanizer reflux. Most typically, expansion and chilling are set such that the deethanizer
reflux temperature is preferably maintained at -40 to -70°F (for rectification of the propane
and heavier components) to achieve a desired propane recovery, which is typically in the
range of between about 50% to 80%. It should be especially noted that in such configurations
a turbo expander, a demethanizer, one or more demethanizer side reboilers, and the feed
chiller system of currently known plants and methods can be eliminated, which significantly
reduces the NGL plant costs.

With further reference to Figure 1, the dry feed gas stream 1, typically at about 110 °F
and about 1000 psig is chilled in exchanger 51 to about -20°F to about -50°F, forming stream
2 using refrigeration content of (1) high-pressure separator vapor stream 22, (2) deethanizer
reflux separator vapor stream 21, and (3) high-pressure separator liquid letdown stream 23.
As needed, propane refrigeration 20 can be used to achieve the desired feed temperature.
Stream 2 is expanded in the Joule-Thomson valve 52 to about 500 to about 700 psig, forming
stream 3, typically at about -30°F to about -60°F. The so obtained cooled two phase stream is
separated in high-pressure separator 54 into a vapor stream 5 and a liquid stream 4. Stream 4
is let down in pressure to about 250 psig to about 400 psig via Joule-Thomson valve 53,
forming stream 6, typically at about -40°F to about -75°F, which is heat exchanged with the
deehanizer overhead stream 8 providing cooling to the deethanizer condenser 60. Stream 6 is
heated to about -30°F to about -60°F in exchanger 60, forming stream 23, which is further heated in exchanger 51 forming stream 7, typically at about 20°F to about 90°F. Deethanizer reflux duty is also supplied by the high-pressure separator vapor stream 5 and deethanizer reflux separator vapor stream 11.

The heated liquid stream 7 is then fed to the mid section of the deethanizer 55 that produces an ethane rich overhead stream 8 and a propane and heavier (C3+) bottoms stream 9. The deethanizer overhead vapor 8 is cooled in the reflux condenser 60 by streams previously described. The chilled deethanizer overhead stream 10 from the reflux condenser 60 is partially condensed, separated in separator 57, and the methane and ethane rich liquid 12 is pumped by reflux pump 58 forming reflux stream 13 to the deethanizer. The deethanizer bottoms stream 9 containing the C3+ hydrocarbons is withdrawn as commodity. Deethanizer reflux drum vapor stream 15 exiting feed chiller 51 is compressed by compressor 59, forming stream 16, typically at about 600 psig to about 800 psig, cooled by air cooler 60 forming stream 17, which is mixed with the residue vapor stream 14 from exchanger 51, forming the sales gas stream 18.

As used herein, the term "about" in conjunction with a numeral refers to a range of that numeral starting from 20% below the absolute of the numeral to 20% above the absolute of the numeral, inclusive. For example, the term "about -100°F" refers to a range of -80°F to -120°F, and the term "about 1000 psig" refers to a range of 800 psig to 1200 psig. While it is preferred that stream 2 is expanded in a Joule-Thomson valve, alternative known expansion devices are also considered suitable for use herein and include power recovery turbines and expansion nozzles. The term "C2+ enriched" liquid, vapor, or other fraction as used herein means that the liquid, vapor, or other fraction has a higher molar fraction of C2, C3, and/or heavier components than the liquid, vapor, or other fraction from which the C2+ enriched liquid, vapor, or other fraction is derived. Similarly, the term "C2+ depleted" liquid, vapor, or other fraction as used herein means that the liquid, vapor, or other fraction has a lower molar fraction of C2, C3, and/or heavier components than the liquid, vapor, or other fraction from which the C2+ depleted liquid, vapor, or other fraction is derived. The term "C2+" as used herein refers to ethane and heavier hydrocarbons.

**Figure 2** shows an alternative configuration in which the expansion of the cooled feed gas is performed in two separate devices. Here, the cooled feed gas is first separated into a vapor phase and a liquid phase, wherein the vapor phase is expanded in a turbo expander to
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reduce, or even eliminate the power requirements of the residue gas compression horsepower and refrigeration (which in turn reduces energy consumption and improves propane recovery) of the plant. The liquid stream is reduced in pressure via JT valve (or other pressure reduction device for liquids such as an expansion turbine). More specifically, and with further reference to Figure 2, the chilled vapor stream 2 from chiller exchanger 51 is separated in feed high-pressure separator 61 into a liquid stream 25 and a vapor stream 24. The vapor stream is expanded to about 500 psig to about 700 psig using turbo expander 62 forming stream 27, typically at about -40°F to about -80°F, while liquid stream 25 is expanded in JT valve 63 to form stream 26. Streams 26 and 27 are combined to form two phase stream 3 that is then sent to the high-pressure separator 54. As used herein, the term "high-pressure separator" refers to a separator that is configured to separate a vapor phase from a liquid phase at a pressure of above about 500 psig. The operation and interconnection of the other components in Figure 2 is substantially the same to the configuration of Figure 1 above, and with respect to the remaining components and numbering, the same numerals and considerations as in Figure 1 above apply.

Figure 3 shows yet another alternative configuration in which the feed chiller exchanger 51 and the deethanizer reflux condenser are integrated into a single core heat exchanger for an even more cost effective design (such integration may also be adopted to the turboexpander configurations of Figure 2). The operation and interconnection of the other components in Figure 3 is substantially the same to the configuration of Figure 1 above, and with respect to the remaining components and numbering, the same numerals and considerations as in Figure 1 above apply.

The high efficiency of the contemplated process is illustrated in Figure 4, which shows the heat exchange composite curves of the feed chiller 51 and reflux condenser 60 (upper curve is hot composite curve, lower curve is cold composite curve). Here, the cooling streams include the high-pressure separator vapor stream 5, the deethanizer reflux separator vapor stream 11, the high-pressure separator liquid letdown stream 6, and propane refrigerant stream 20. The heating streams include the feed gas stream 1 and the deethanizer overhead vapor stream 8. As can be seen in Figure 4, the temperature approaches between the cold and hot composite curves are between 4°F to 15°F and the curves are almost parallel, illustrating minimum work loss and high efficiency of this process.
The material balance of a typical feed gas (composition see stream 1; all numbers expressed in mol%) using the exemplary configuration of Figure 1 is shown in Table 1 below, listing the compositions of the key streams with numbers as in Figure 1. Propane recovery of 75% can be achieved with a very low specific power consumption (kW power/ton propane product).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>18</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO2</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>4.43</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrogen</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methane</td>
<td>91.30</td>
<td>95.73</td>
<td>62.82</td>
<td>86.42</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>94.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethane</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>8.16</td>
<td>8.79</td>
<td>6.56</td>
<td>2.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propane</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>8.35</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>29.29</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-Butane</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>9.06</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-Butane</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>18.35</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-Pentane</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>7.06</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-Pentane</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>7.46</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>26.70</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Consequently, it should be appreciated that propane recovery can be achieved from numerous feed gases, and especially natural gas having a pressure of greater than 700 psig in configurations and methods in which the feed gas is first cooled via heat exchange and further cooled via expansion, wherein the feed gas is cooled and expanded such that C2+ components substantially completely (e.g., at least 20%, more typically at least 50%, most typically at least 75%) condense. The so obtained mixed phase stream is then separated at high pressure (typically at least about 500 psig, more typically about 600-700 psig) to provide a C3+ depleted vapor and a C3+ enriched liquid. Most preferably, both the vapor and liquid are then heat exchanged against the feed gas and deethanizer overhead. The warmed C3+ depleted vapor is then combined with the residue gas while the warmed C3+ enriched liquid is fed to the deethanizer as deethanizer feed. It should thus be especially appreciated that by use of (1) high pressure separation of the cooled feed gas and (2) expansion of the high pressure liquid to reflux a deethanizer operating at lower pressure, recompression of processed feed gas is substantially eliminated or reduced, 50% to 80% propane recovery can be achieved, while refrigeration requirements are almost entirely provided by expansion of the feed gas.

Thus, specific embodiments and applications of configurations and methods related to propane recovery have been disclosed. It should be apparent, however, to those skilled in the art that many more modifications besides those already described are possible without
departing from the inventive concepts herein. The inventive subject matter, therefore, is not
to be restricted except in the spirit of the present disclosure. Moreover, in interpreting the
specification and contemplated claims, all terms should be interpreted in the broadest
possible manner consistent with the context. In particular, the terms "comprises" and
"comprising" should be interpreted as referring to elements, components, or steps in a non-
exclusive manner, indicating that the referenced elements, components, or steps may be
present, or utilized, or combined with other elements, components, or steps that are not
expressly referenced. Furthermore, where a definition or use of a term in a reference, which
is incorporated by reference herein is inconsistent or contrary to the definition of that term
provided herein, the definition of that term provided herein applies and the definition of that
term in the reference does not apply.
AMENDED CLAIMS
[received by the International Bureau on 20 March 2008 (20.03.2008)]

1. A method of processing a gas stream, comprising
   cooling and expanding a fed gas to a temperature and pressure effective to condense a
   portion of the feed gas into a C2+ enriched liquid phase and a C2+ depleted
   vapor phase;
   separating the vapor phase from the liquid phase in a high-pressure separator, and
   combining the vapor phase with a portion of a deethanizer overhead product to
   thereby form a sales gas stream;
   expanding the liquid phase to provide cooling for at least one of the feed gas and the
   deethanizer overhead product; and
   feeding the expanded liquid phase to a deethanizer to thereby produce the deethanizer
   overhead product and a C3+ bottom product.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the feed gas has a pressure of at least 1000 psig, and
   wherein the feed gas is cooled and expanded to a pressure of between 500 to 700 psig
   and a temperature between -30 °F to -60 °F.

3. The method of claim 1 further comprising a step of separating the cooled feed gas into
   a vapor portion and a liquid portion, and separately expanding the vapor portion and
   liquid portion prior the step of separating the vapor phase from the liquid phase.

4. The method of claim 3 wherein the step of expanding the vapor portion is performed
   in a turbocompander and the step of expanding the liquid portion is performed in a JT
   valve.

5. The method of claim 1 wherein the cooling of the at least one of the feed gas and the
   deethanizer overhead product is performed in two separate heat exchangers.

6. The method of claim 1 further comprising a step of cooling the deethanizer overhead
   product and separating the deethanizer overhead product to thereby form a reflux to
   the deethanizer and the portion of the deethanizer overhead product.

7. The method of claim 6 further comprising a step of using refrigeration content of the
   vapor phase to provide reflux cooling duty and feed gas cooling duty.

8. The method of claim 6 wherein the reflux has a temperature between -30 °F to -60 °F.
9. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of expanding the feed gas and expanding the liquid phase is performed in a device other than a turboexpander.

10. The method of claim 1 further wherein the deethanizer is operated at a pressure of between about 500-700 psig.

11. A gas processing plant, comprising
   a first heat exchanger and a first expansion device fluidly coupled to each other and configured to cool and expand a high-pressure feed gas to a temperature and pressure effective to condense a portion of the feed gas into a C2+ enriched liquid phase and a C2+ depleted vapor phase;
   a high-pressure separator fluidly coupled to the first expansion device and configured to separate the cooled and expanded feed gas into the vapor phase and the liquid phase;
   a connection that is configured to fluidly couple the high-pressure separator to the conduit that carries a portion of a deethanizer overhead product, and wherein the fluid connection is configured to allow combination of the vapor phase with the portion of the deethanizer overhead product;
   a second expansion device that is configured to receive and expand the liquid phase and to provide the expanded liquid phase to at least one of the first heat exchanger and a second heat exchanger;
   wherein the at least one of the first heat exchanger and the second heat exchanger are configured to provide cooling for at least one of the feed gas and the deethanizer overhead product; and
   a deethanizer that is configured to receive the expanded liquid phase and to produce the deethanizer overhead product and a C3+ bottom product.

12. The plant of claim 11 wherein the feed gas has a pressure of at least 1000 psig, and wherein the cooled and expanded feed gas has a pressure of between 500 to 700 psig and a temperature between -30 °F to -60 °F.

13. The plant of claim 11 further comprising an additional high-pressure separator that is configured to separate the cooled feed gas into a vapor portion and a liquid portion, and further comprising a third expansion device configured to expand the vapor
portion and a fourth expansion device configured to expand the liquid portion upstream of the high-pressure separator.

14. The plant of claim 13 wherein the third expansion device is a turboexpander and the fourth expansion device is a JT valve.

15. The plant of claim 11 wherein the first heat exchanger is configured to cool the feed gas and wherein the second heat exchanger is configured to cool the deethanizer overhead product.

16. The plant of claim 11 further comprising an additional separator that is configured to separate cooled deethanizer overhead product to thereby form a reflux to the deethanizer and the portion of the deethanizer overhead product.

17. The plant of claim 16 wherein the reflux has a temperature between -30 °F to -60 °F.

18. The plant of claim 11 wherein the first expansion device is a device other than a turboexpander.

19. The plant of claim 11 wherein the second expansion device is a device other than a turboexpander.

20. The plant of claim 11 further wherein the deethanizer is configured to operate at a pressure of between about 500-700 psig.